WEDNESDAY 2 SEPTEMBER  

09:00 - 09:10  Welcome to Country
09:10 - 09:30  OFFICIAL OPENING
09:30 - 09:45  GPET Awards Ceremony
09:45 - 10:30  KEYNOTE PLENARY: Sustainability and Climate Change: With notes on a potentially endangered species - one's local GP
  Professor Tim Flannery BA, MSc, PhD, Scientist, Explorer and Conservationist

10:30 - 11:00  MORNING TEA

11:00 - 12:30  CONCURRENT SESSIONS 1A - 1G

A: SYMPOSIA (Ballroom B/C)
   Sustaining Registrars - WAGPET

B: WORKSHOP (Ballroom A)
   Limit 25
   Sustaining AGPT - It's not all medical education! - Mrs Kimberly Martens, Ms Lynette Sahhanek, Ms Amanda McCabe, Ms Sharon Butler

C: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 1 and 2)
   The Medical Educator as a Professional - Dr John Buckley, Dr Cathy Regan, Dr Simon Morgan, Dr Patrick Kinsela, Dr Rod Welland

D: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 3 and 4)
   Lights. Camera. Action! - Dr Michal Wozniak, Ms Collette Lancaster-Lockwood

E: WORKSHOP (Suite 4)
   Indigenous Consultations in General Practice - Dr Hung The Nguyen, Ms Ada Parsy, Mr Kevin Parrimann

F: WORKSHOP (Meeting Room B - Level 2)
   A Workshop Resource for Discussion of Issues in Rural GP Training - Dr Genevieve Yates

12:30 - 13:30  LUNCH

13:30 - 15:00  CONCURRENT SESSIONS 2A - 2G

A: SYMPOSIA (Ballroom B/C)
   Sustaining Teaching Practices - Sturt Fleurieu

B: WORKSHOP (Ballroom A)
   Constructing a Practice Managers' Education Framework that Contributes to VET Qualifications - Mrs Sharon Flynn

C: WORKSHOP (Virtual Room)
   Refer to the paragraph at the bottom of page 9. Limit 20
   A Practical Introduction to Webconferencing - Dr Bill Lang

D: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 3 and 4)
   Art and the Art of Medicine - Dr George Zabedas

E: WORKSHOP (Suite 4)
   Reflecting on Teaching in the Australian General Practice Training Program: Using discourse analysis to frame the interaction - Dr Tim Senior, Prof Chris Candlin, Prof Tim Usherwood, Ms Catherine O’Grady, Dr Sally Canaday, Dr Calv Gunter

F: AGPT UPDATES (Meeting Room B - Level 2)
   13:30-13:45  Teaching Medical Students - Dr Olga Markopoulos
   13:45-14:00  Helping GP Registrars Get it Right - Improved Medicare orientation - Dr Robert Menz
   14:00-14:15  A Turning Point for Online Support for RACGP College Exam Candidates at GP Learning - Past experience and future challenges - Dr Ronald McCay
   14:15-14:30  Linking Like Minds: Delivering mental health skills training to rural and remote doctors - Dr Louise Stone

15:00 - 15:30  AFTERNOON TEA

15:30 - 17:00  CONCURRENT SESSIONS 3A - 3G

A: SYMPOSIA (Ballroom B/C)
   Sustaining Medical Educators - Greater Green Triangle

B: WORKSHOP (Ballroom A)
   Limit 50
   Pause. Relax. Think Deeply. Speak the Truth. Sustaining Qualities in GP Education - Dr Hilton Koppe

C: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 1 and 2)
   Limit 25
   ADF Registrars - Are we any further ahead? - Dr Regional Michael Compton

D: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 3 and 4)
   Can Music be Used in Medical Education? An experimental workshop - Dr Tim Senior

E: WORKSHOP (Suite 4)
   Limit 25
   Cultural Competency Training for Supervisors of IMGs - Dr Hung The Nguyen, Ms Judith Milavas

F: WORKSHOP (Meeting Room B - Level 2)
   The Philosophical Basis of General Practice - You must be joking! - Assoc Prof Lyn Chanthon

G: PAPER PRESENTATIONS (Suite 3)
   11:00-11:13  Virtual Education Visits in PGPPP: Reaping rewards (Technology/PGPPP) - Ms Alisan Mannan
   11:15-11:30  Dynamic Digital Innovations Linking Specialists and PGPPP - Ms Alisan Mannan, Dr Tim Kelly
   11:30-11:45  The Tyranny of Distance! Helping rural registrars prepare for the exam - Dr Rashmi Sharma
   11:45-12:00  PGPPP: Our glass is more than half full! - Ms Alisan Mannan
   12:00-12:15  Diagnosing Deficits: Using Bloom’s taxonomy to detect and manage clinical reasoning issues with registrars - Dr Louise Stone
   12:15-12:30  The Crystal Ball in General Practice Training: Predicting AGPT program registrars’ success in the RACGP examination - Dr Heather McGarry, Assoc Prof William Wong, Prof Dori Young
   12:30-13:00  Virtual Education Visits in PGPPP: Reaping rewards (Technology/PGPPP) - Ms Alisan Mannan
   13:00-13:13  Dynamic Digital Innovations Linking Specialists and PGPPP - Ms Alisan Mannan, Dr Tim Kelly
   13:15-13:30  The Tyranny of Distance! Helping rural registrars prepare for the exam - Dr Rashmi Sharma
   13:30-13:45  PGPPP: Our glass is more than half full! - Ms Alisan Mannan
   13:45-12:00  PGPPP: Our glass is more than half full! - Ms Alisan Mannan
   12:00-12:15  Diagnosing Deficits: Using Bloom’s taxonomy to detect and manage clinical reasoning issues with registrars - Dr Louise Stone
   12:15-12:30  The Crystal Ball in General Practice Training: Predicting AGPT program registrars’ success in the RACGP examination - Dr Heather McGarry, Assoc Prof William Wong, Prof Dori Young

G: PAPER PRESENTATIONS (Suite 3)
   11:00-11:13  Virtual Education Visits in PGPPP: Reaping rewards (Technology/PGPPP) - Ms Alisan Mannan
   11:15-11:30  Dynamic Digital Innovations Linking Specialists and PGPPP - Ms Alisan Mannan, Dr Tim Kelly
   11:30-11:45  The Tyranny of Distance! Helping rural registrars prepare for the exam - Dr Rashmi Sharma
   11:45-12:00  PGPPP: Our glass is more than half full! - Ms Alisan Mannan
   12:00-12:15  Diagnosing Deficits: Using Bloom’s taxonomy to detect and manage clinical reasoning issues with registrars - Dr Louise Stone
   12:15-12:30  The Crystal Ball in General Practice Training: Predicting AGPT program registrars’ success in the RACGP examination - Dr Heather McGarry, Assoc Prof William Wong, Prof Dori Young

G: PAPER PRESENTATIONS (Suite 3)
   13:30-13:45  Teaching Medical Students in General Practice: An active learning module for supervisors (sustaining teaching practice) - Dr Andra Dubovi, Dr Verida Paterson, Ms Carmel Northwood
   13:45-14:00  GP Provocationalists: The “hidden heart” of rural and regional health in Australia - Dr Marian Robinson
   14:00-14:15  Evaluating the Relationships Between Registrars and Supervisors - Dr Stephen Lotus
   14:15-14:30  The International Medical Graduate Supervisor - Ms Jane Anderson-Wurt
   14:30-14:45  Focussing on the User - Translating the RACGP curriculum into the real world - Assoc Prof Lyn Chanthon
   14:45-15:00  The General Practice Registrar Clinical Encounter (GPRICE) Study – Using Longitudinal Patient Encounter Data to enhance learning - Dr Simon Morgan

15:30-15:45  To be a GP or not to be…that is just one of many questions - Ms Kate Foggatt
15:45-16:00  Operating in a Parallel Universe - Surviving outside the AGPT Program - Dr Patrick Golding
16:00-16:15  General Practice Training in Australia and Ireland – Towards a new ‘peil nariaidh idirnáisiúnta’? - Dr Simon Morgan
16:15-16:30  What Factors Influence GP Supervisors’ Willingness to Host a Prevocational Doctor in their Practices? - Ms Brinda Allan
16:30-16:45  What Models of Teaching are Sustainable in Community General Practice? Results from AOGP’s cost-benefit study - Dr Caroline Lawrence
16:45-17:00  Are Patients Willing Participants in the New Wave of Community-Based Medical Education in Regional and Rural Australia? - Prof Nicky Hudson, Dr Kathryn Weston, Prof Elizabeth Farmer, Dr Rawena Ivers, Dr Russell Peterson

19:00  G P E T  C O N V E N T I O N  D I N N E R  Theme: ‘ART’
DAY 2

09:00 - 09:05  OPENING DAY 2
09:05 - 09:20  GPET 2008 Convention Recommendations
09:20 - 10:00  KEYNOTE PLENARY: Personalised Medicine, Team Care and the Future General Practitioner
               Professor Justin Beilby MD, MPH, MBBS, FRACGP, DRACOG, DA, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Adelaide

10:00 - 10:30  MORNING TEA

10:30 - 12:00  IDEAS MARKETPLACE

12:00 - 12:50  LUNCH

12:50 - 14:20  CONCURRENT SESSIONS 4A - 4G (At the request of presenters, workshops are limited to 30 unless otherwise stated)

A: SYMPOSIAS (Ballroom B/C)
   Sustaining General Practice - Adelaide to Outback GP Training

B: WORKSHOP (Meeting Room B - Level 2)
   Planning Teaching Sessions in Less than Ten Minutes - You can do it! - Dr John Buckley

C: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 1 and 2)
   TBA

D: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 3 and 4)
   Limit 25
   Beyond the Medical Record - Creative writing for doctors - Dr Hilton Koppe

E: WORKSHOP (Suite 4)
   Placement of Learners in Indigenous Communities - Do learners benefit in having Indigenous cultural mentors - Dr Hung The Nguyen, Ms Ada Parry

F: WORKSHOP (Meeting Room A - Level 2)
   Managing Information Overload and Evidence-Based Practice for Busy GP Registrars and Supervisors - Dr James Turton, Dr Belinda Guest, Dr Katrina Anderson, Dr Cathy Regan

14:20 - 14:45  AFTERNOON TEA

14:45 - 16:15  CONCURRENT SESSIONS 5A - 5G (At the request of presenters, workshops are limited to 30 unless otherwise stated)

A: WORKSHOP (Ballroom B/C)
   Old Dogs, New Tricks – A workshop for GP supervisors on teaching chronic disease management in general practice - Dr Patrick Byrnes, Dr John Buckley

B: WORKSHOP (Meeting Room B - Level 2)
   The Refractive Practitioner: Translating 'EBM' into general practice as inspired by the Rosetta Stone - Dr Mark Bungemister

C: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 1 and 2)
   Limit 35
   The Art of Small Group Teaching Skills - A practical and interactive workshop on dealing with the difficult group process - Dr Peter Bautzvikos, Dr Cath Brasley

D: WORKSHOP (Balcony Rooms 3 and 4)
   Limit 25
   Not the Jane Austen Book Club – Using (non-medical) literature in general practice training - Dr Simon Morgan

E: WORKSHOP (Suite 4)
   Limit 25
   Skinny Dips – Fun ways to approach Dermatology - Dr Peter McKain

16:15 - 16:30  CONVENTION CLOSE

PRE-REQUISITES FOR VIRTUAL WORKSHOP 2C

Workshop 2C requires delegates to have access to the following items before being able to participate in this session.

Hardware:
- Laptop Computer. As this must be “set up” no later than week before the session it is limited to participants own laptops/notebooks.
- Internet connection – the faster the better.
- Headset (i.e speaker + microphone) connected to computer (e.g. those used for VOIP applications like Skype)

Preparatory actions:
- Pre–test your system. As we will be unable to iron out connection difficulties on the day, we need all participants to test their equipment (should take 10 minutes) at least one week before the session.
- Pre-register. If you have pre-registered for the workshop, your email address will be used to contact you for the pre-testing, the week prior.

Pre–reading:
This will not be compulsory, but available for those who wish to be more prepared.

DISCLAIMER: The Program Committee reserves the right to alter or modify the program as it deems appropriate, to cater for any speaker withdrawals or changes.